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I want to take this opportunity to express my sincere gratitude
to The Asia Foundation, European Union in Nepal, Forum Civ,
abc Sweden, Global Development Network, Laxmi Cares, and
other organizations for the different initiatives they have funded
to put projects into action in 2022.

Safa Nepal (New Version of Nepal Waste Map)  is a open data,
digital waste management platform created to enable
municipalities to carry out evidence-based analyses of waste-
related data; provide waste collection and management
information. Allow citizens to report waste dumping, burning,
and irregular/untimely waste collection services. It has many
more features that may bring significant changes in the waste
management sector. It needs to be owned by the local level
government, for which the organization always supports the
expansion of Safa Nepal around the local level. 

Similarly, Zero Waste at Schools (ZWAS) is an initiative
designed for the students, teachers and sanitation staff of schools
to learn on waste management practices through activity,
practical and game based learning approach designed within five
modules of learning session. The learning of Zero Waste at
Schools can be done online through the ZWAS website or onsite.

All stakeholders' support and cooperation made our
development initiatives and efforts succeed. We are eager to
collaborate on waste management and the thematic areas for
which Clean up Nepal works.

I want to thank all those who have supported
Clean up Nepal in achieving excellence over
the past eight years. Clean up Nepal has
accomplished a significant milestone by
commemorating eight years of outstanding in
the sector of waste management. The results
in 2022 are the outcome of the coordinated
efforts of our employees, our partner
organizations, and local, provincial, and
federal government agencies.



WORKING AREAS

Province 1:Ilam, Sunsari
Madesh Province: Parsa
Bagmati Province: Bhaktapur, Kathmandu, Kavre, Chitwan
Gandaki Province: Tanahau, Kaski, Syangja
Lumbini Provine: Dang 

Working Districts
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Zero waste at Schools (ZWAS) program is an initiative of Clean up Nepal
funded by Forum Civ and implemented in partnership with abc Sweden
(June 2019-December 2022). Clean up Nepal (CUNP) through Zero Waste
at Schools has been facilitating awareness raising trainings at
communities and schools targeting students from grade 5, 6 and 7,
teaching and non-teaching staff; training adhering five modules session
on waste management education, follow up activities, hands-on training,
competitions, and waste system placement at schools. 

In 2022, ZWAS was conducted in four government schools of
Kathmandu-Nepal Rastriya Secondary School,  Shree Dhapasi Secondary
School, Tarun Secondary School, Prabhat Secondary School. From these
schools, 859 students were reached: 52% female , 48% male

ZERO WASTE AT SCHOOLSZERO WASTE AT SCHOOLSZERO WASTE AT SCHOOLS

Duration: June 2019-Dec 2022
Implementation Area: Kathmandu District and Kaski District
Partner Organization: abc Sweden
Donor Organization: Forum Civ

Project Information:
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Students
3500+

Teachers
260+

ZWAS Bridge Year (July- December 2022) was
an extension of the project for 6 months after
completion of the three years project (June
2019-June 2022). With the approval from the
chief of Education Division of Pokhara
Metropolitan City, this program was
successfully intervened in seven government
schools of wards: 4, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13. This
program  was intervened in Bhadrakali
Secondary School, Saraswati Basic School,
Amarsingh Secondary School, Nawaprabhat
School, Kalika Secondary School, Sahara Basic
Level School, and Shitaladevi Secondary
School of Pokhara.

During the bridge year, this program
outreached 1394 students, 118 teaching staffs
and 32 non- teaching staff. The behavioral
change among the students, valuing waste as a
resource and bringing 3R’s in practice, banning
junk food in schools, activities conducted
under eco-clubs, no waste burning in schools,
waste segregation at source were impactful
achievements. 

PROJECT REACH IN 3 YEARSPROJECT REACH IN 3 YEARSPROJECT REACH IN 3 YEARS
In three years of total project duration, more than
3500 students, 260 teachers and 72 non-teaching
staffs were reached through this program with
55% female. Zero Waste at Schools’ waste
education course has been integrated in ZWAS
website. Through the online course, till date there
are 381 subscribers, 303 students have enrolled
on the online course. The ZWAS website has been
visited by the visitors from Nepal, Iran and
Phillipines. 

EMPOWERING CHILDREN TO BECOME RESPONSIBLE CITIZEN OF TOMORROWEMPOWERING CHILDREN TO BECOME RESPONSIBLE CITIZEN OF TOMORROWEMPOWERING CHILDREN TO BECOME RESPONSIBLE CITIZEN OF TOMORROW
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7098 HOUSEHOLDS

NEPAL WASTE MAP BIRGUNJNEPAL WASTE MAP BIRGUNJNEPAL WASTE MAP BIRGUNJ

3496 BUILDINGS 127 WASTE
INFRASTRUCTURES

DATA MAPPED

Duration: Sep 2021-March 2022
Implementation Area: Birgunj Metropolitan City, Parsa
Implementation Ward: Ward 10
Donor Organization: The Asia Foundation

Project Information:
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The project has formed 7 members Municipal Level Waste Management
Coordination Committee members for waste management in Birgunj
Metropolitan City. A platform has been supported for close coordination
between the private sector, community, and government on the waste issue.
Nepal Waste Map has mapped 3496 buildings of Ward 10 of Birgunj
Metropolitan City. A total of 7098 households are staying in the mapped
buildings. The survey identified challenges to waste management, with more
than half of the communities not paying any fees for waste management. Many
people need to be made aware of the 3 R's: Reduce, Recycle, and Reuse. 75.85
percent of structures have a daily waste collection from the waste company;
the rest are excluded from daily waste management services. Besides this,
many more issues are identified, which might be the way forward for the Birgunj
Metropolitan City to overcome such problems in waste management. The use of
NWM Apps is in the initial phase in the city, but the Birgunj Metropolitan City
has resolved 28 of the 28 complaints received through the Nepal Waste Map
Apps. It will be expanded and become the tool to comply with waste
management; even it will make local government accountable to the public,
especially on waste management issues.



The collected data through the NWM mobile
application was directly uploaded to the
server creating a database and was
presented in the NWM portal and analyzed.
Through NWM application, 77 compliant were
reported during project duration; of them,
90.9% of compliant were resolved by the
Tulsipur Sub Metropolitan City. NWM
mapped 13,564 buildings during this study.
Of them, 75.7% were residential buildings.
Using the Nepal Waste Map platform, 456
TLO/group members were trained ; 55.3%
were female, and 44.7% were male. Similarly,
252 vulnerable women increased their
knowledge of composting after training on
composting. During the project duration,
eight coordination meetings were conducted
with the local government for information
sharing, incorporating the NWM application,
composting machine  and the use of
compost. A composting machine was also
installed in Tulsipur Sub-metropolitan city as
a result of this project.

NEPAL WASTE MAP TULSIPURNEPAL WASTE MAP TULSIPURNEPAL WASTE MAP TULSIPUR

The project was implemented to "enhance inclusive
participation of disadvantaged women in economic
empowerment through involvement in income-
generating activities; and promoting proper and
sustainable management of waste through a public-
private partnership by integrating the Nepal Waste
Map platform." The data was collected for five urban
wards through the Nepal Waste Map application. 

13,564 BUILDINGS
MAPPED

AchievementsAchievementsAchievements

77 COMPLAINTS
REGISTERED

456 GROUP
MEMBERS TRAINED

COMPOSTING
TRAINING TO 252

VULNERABLE
WOMEN

8 COORDINATION
MEETINGS

A COMPOSTING
MACHINE

INSTALLATION

Duration: Sep 2021-Nov 2022
Implementation Area: Tulsipur Sub-Metropolitan
City, Dang
Implementing Wards: Wards 5, 6, 7, 9, 18
Donor Organization: The Asia Foundation

Project Information:
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KWIK Composter (KC) 200 machine is installed in Tulsipur Sub
Metropolitan City. The metropolitan city has started dcomposting the
organic waste in the composting centre. A total of 4200 KG of organic
waste/ bio-degradable waste has been input into the machine since 8
November 2022. And as a result, so far, 80 KG of compost output from
the machine until 21 December 2022. 
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The Global Development Network awarded this project "Expansion of
Nepal Waste Map-a digital waste management system; community
empowered governance project" a grant as part of the Japanese Award
for Most Innovative Development Project 2021 competition. The
development concept that this project aimed to address was to promote
community participation, particularly for the long-term solution of waste
management within ward 10 of Bharatpur Metropolitan City. The project
conducted waste management and community-driven governance
awareness activities for communities, schools and local government to
identify a systematic gap in Bharatpur's waste management by offering a
digital platform-Nepal Waste Map. Coordination with a local organization,
Better Chitwan, metropolitan city, tole lane organizations and ward was
done. 

NEPAL WASTE MAP IN BHARATPURNEPAL WASTE MAP IN BHARATPURNEPAL WASTE MAP IN BHARATPUR

Duration: Feb 2022-Dec 2022
Implementation Area: Bharatpur Metropolitan City, Chitwan
Implementing Wards: Ward 10
Donor Organization: Global Development Network

Project Information:
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Awareness Campaign 

Social Media 

NWM Information 

You tube 

Female
57%

Male
43%

Awareness ReachedAwareness ReachedAwareness Reached

Within six months project duration (July-December 2022) of Nepal Waste
Map in Bharatpur, 23,179 people were sensitized on waste management
through awareness, social media, and information released through the
application, 1386 new installations and 101 new issues were reported.
Additionally 148 students from four schools- Bharatpur Secondary
School, Chitrasen Primary School, Chitwan High School and Narayani
Secondary school were sensitized on the Zero Waste at Schools.
Bharatpur Metropolitan City and ward 10 are convinced to use the Nepal
Waste Map application for their waste management in the future,
although it is challenging for them to use the application right away due
to a lack of infrastructure. Additional concerns on waste management
have been raised within the metropolitan city after the awareness
campaign conducted by this project.
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Shivapuri Nagarjuna Clean up event
3 hiking routes - Nagi gumba,
Bishnudwar, Shivapuri peak
119 participants, 173 visitors
153 kg of waste collected 

Zero Waste at Schools sesison
Niten Memorial School, Tokha
97 Students , 4 teachers

Inter school poster making competition
26 participants, 5 winning students

During Europe Week 2022, one day Shivapuri National Park Clean-up 
 campaign was organized on 14th May  with the slogan “Take memories,
leave nothing but footprints”. The campaign was focused to highlight
littering and waste dumping as harmful practices and inspire the citizens
to support litter free National Park. A total of 119 individuals (49% female
and 51% male) from different national and international organizations,
social sectors, school and environment enthusiasts participated in the
campaign. Three mostly used and mostly littered hiking trails- Nagi
gumba, Bishnudwar and Shivapuri peak were selected with the
suggestions from Park authority. Volunteers sensitized 173 visitors
visiting the national park. Additionally zero waste at schools session was
conducted in Niten Memorial school focusing on the five modules
through games and activity based learning program. 97 students from
grade 5, 6 and 7 actively participated in the ZWAS sessions of which 50
students were female and 47 were male.

SHIVAPURI CLEAN UP CAMPAIGN ANDSHIVAPURI CLEAN UP CAMPAIGN ANDSHIVAPURI CLEAN UP CAMPAIGN AND
ZERO WASTE AT SCHOOLSZERO WASTE AT SCHOOLSZERO WASTE AT SCHOOLS

HIGHLIGHTSHIGHLIGHTSHIGHLIGHTS

Duration: May 2022-June 2022
Implementation Area: Shivapuri Nagarjuna National Park, Niten
Memorial School
Donor Organization: European Union in Nepal

Project Information:
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An Inter School Poster Competition with the theme "Litter Free National
Park" was announced on 26 May 2022 targeting students from Grade 6 to
10.
 A total of 26 posters were received from 16 schools from all around
Nepal that were evaluated under three criteria, Creativity, Relevance to
the theme and Overall visual appeal. 
Five best posters were selected as winners and prizes worth NRs. 8000
each were awarded to the winners.
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BHOOMITHAN-PLANTATION CAMPAIGNBHOOMITHAN-PLANTATION CAMPAIGNBHOOMITHAN-PLANTATION CAMPAIGN

On the auspicious occasion of World Clean Up Day 2022, 17th Sep, Clean
up Nepal, in coordination with Laxmi Cares, successfully planted 130
trees in the vicinity of Pasikot's Dhanya Dhikuro Mahadev Temple,
Kathmandu. The area has religious significance as there is a temple
dedicated to Lord Shiva at the summit, people have been performing the
last rites at this location for a long time. They have also performed
bhajans, pujas, and other festivals there. 
The tree varieties  included Bakaino, Ritha, Masala, Tejpat, Paiyeu, Amba,
Parijat, Belpatra, Bais, Taki, and Kalki species. Ward chairperso, Sri Ram
KC, for Budanailkantha ward no. 4, Laxmi Bank personnel, locals, and the
Cleanup Nepal team were all present on the campaign day, making a total
of 35 participants. The trees were brought in from the Chunikhel Forest
Nursery the day before the campaign. 

Duration: July 2022-Ongoing
Implementation Area: Kathmandu Valley
Donor Organization: Laxmi Cares

Project Information:
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10 weeks clean up campaign at Shivapuri
Nagarjuna National Park

3 hiking routes - Nagi gumba, Bishnudwar,
Shivapuri peak
3405 visitors sensitized
481.25 kgs of waste

Zero Waste at Schools sesison
Niten Memorial School, Tokha
Students 82, Teacher 1

Intra school junk art competition
15 winning students

Awareness raising animation video

Installation of collection center at the entrance of
Shivapuri National Park Wrappers

335.1 kg

PET 
107.9 kg

Glass
36.72 kg

10 WEEKS PERMANENT CLEAN UP CAMPAIGN10 WEEKS PERMANENT CLEAN UP CAMPAIGN10 WEEKS PERMANENT CLEAN UP CAMPAIGN
IN SHIVAPURIIN SHIVAPURIIN SHIVAPURI

10 Weeks Shivapuri Clean up Campaign was conducted every Saturday till
December at Shivapuri Nagarjuna National Park. The campaign commenced on 22
October 2022 until 17 December 2022 and the campaign was carried out in the
consecutive Saturdays among which were the two major clean up events. Two of
the events were conducted in the mid week due to the time constraint. In total,
481.2 kg of waste was collected. The collection center was installed at the entrance
gate of the National Park. The container has two compartments. The first
compartment is for the recyclable waste such as plastic bottles, metal cans, glass
bottles while the second compartment is for non recyclable waste such as
chocolate wrappers, plastic bags, plastic wrappers, plastic plates , cups, spoons
and glasses.

HIGHLIGHTSHIGHLIGHTSHIGHLIGHTS

Collected WasteCollected WasteCollected Waste
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An Intra School Junk Art Competition  was announced on 22 November
2022 targeting students from Grade 8 to 10. The aim of the competition
was to create awareness among students regarding waste as resource.
The various wastes such as wrappers, bottles, cans were used as
resource and the creative art forms were made from the waste generated
at schools and homes. A total of 18  junk arts were received from
students of grade 8,9 and 10. Nine best junk arts were selected as
winners and prizes were each were awarded to the winning students. The
students were acknowledged with eco-friendly gift hampers on 16
December 2022.

Duration: Oct 2022-Dec 2022
Implementation Area: Shivapuri Nagarjuna National Park, Niten Memorial
School
Donor Organization: European Union in Nepal

Project Information: 10 Weeks Permanent Clean up Campaign
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NEPAL WASTE MAP BIRGUNJNEPAL WASTE MAP BIRGUNJNEPAL WASTE MAP BIRGUNJ
Duration: Nov 2022-March 2023
Implementation Area: Birgunj Metropolitan City, Parsa
Implementation Ward: Ward 10
Donor Organization: The Asia Foundationa

Project Information: 

Clean up Nepal  is focused on the effective implementation of the
public engagement in Waste Management through the support of the
Nepal Waste Map Project in Birgunj Metropolitan City. This is the
second phase of the project, which is more target-oriented to ensure
the engagement of relevant stakeholders, the public, private sector,
and the government to encourage collaboration.  The organization has
emphasized strong coordination with the Birgunj Metropolitan City to
make the project successful, including ward offices, other relevant
stakeholders, and the local groups. The major outcomes are improve
complaints register mechanism from NWM apps and enhance the
capacity of municipal level waste management committee, strengthen
their presence, and formulate required guidelines of Metropolitan on
Waste.

Clean up Nepal has signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
with Birgunj Metropolitan City to expand the "Safa Nepal" mobile
application and dashboard for sustainable waste management. The
MoU was exchanged between Birgunj Metropolitan City Mayor Rajesh
Man Singh and Clean up Nepal Program Manager Rabindra Lamichhane.
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April  2022
Clean up Nepal organized a friendly
futsal match between the team as a
team building exercise. The match was
held at Chaur Recreational Center. The
activity was fun as well as a part of
learning. The team learned the
importance of working together,
trusting each other and how strategic
plannings make our work easier. 

CAPACITY DEVELOPMENTCAPACITY DEVELOPMENTCAPACITY DEVELOPMENT

TEAM BUILDING EXERCISETEAM BUILDING EXERCISETEAM BUILDING EXERCISE

April 2022
The Asia Foundation organized the
“Strategic Planning  Workshop”,
facilitated by Ms. Christina Monson
which the team Clean up Nepal was
part of. 

STRATEGIC PLANNINGSTRATEGIC PLANNINGSTRATEGIC PLANNING
WORKSHOPWORKSHOPWORKSHOP

April 2022
Clean up Nepal hosted a ‘Litter Clean up Event’ in
collaboration with Met Life Nepal on the periphery of
Budhanilkantha temple, which not only cleaned the
targeted public spaces but also brought together
communities, civil society organizations, government
and private organizations, and other stakeholders
such as the Budhanilkantha Narayanthan
Management Committee, Community Police Service
Center of the area, Metropolitan Police Sector of the
area, Environment Conservation Initiative Nepal (ECI),
youth groups and the public. 

CLEAN UP EVENTCLEAN UP EVENTCLEAN UP EVENT
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FRENCH SCOUTSFRENCH SCOUTSFRENCH SCOUTS
Five french scouts interned in
Clean up Nepal for a month in
August. Clean up Nepal, along with
them, organized a clean up day in
Shivapuri National Park. While it
was all fun for our team to have a
''clean up'' walk from Shivapuri
Nagarjun National Park to Deurali,
it was also repellent to witness
what extend of wastes were thrown
by the people that went up there
for a ''fun family picnic''.
The team succeeded in collecting
283 plastic bottles, 5.5 kg wrappers,
1.5 kg polythene bags, and Glass
4kg. 

Additionally, On August 5, the
team had the opportunity to meet
children from the Orchid Garden
school, Kathmandu as part of an
exchange program under the
ZWAS module. With the class of 23
young people aged 8 to 14 years,
the team were able to discuss
about the environment, waste
practices and waste management
in both France and Nepal. After
the discussion, students were
asked to draw what nature and
the environment meant to them
to exchange with the French
Scouts later. 
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August 2022
French volunteers were bid farewell with
experience sharing and tokens of love
following a month of service with Clean up
Nepal.

September 2022
Welcoming Gillian Atkinson from Australia
for 3 months internship in Clean up Nepal.
She assisted in project works, report
writing and social media handling.
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Safa Nepal, an updated version of Nepal Waste Map application, is an an
open-data, digital waste management platform designed to allow
municipalities undertake powerful analysis of waste-related data; to
provide waste collection and management information; enable citizens to
report waste dumping, burning and irregular/ untimely waste collection
services; gain information about the status of waste collection service in
neighbourhood area with alerts and notifications; and learn more about
sustainable waste management practices.
This user-friendly platform gives waste management entities an ability to
plan, monitor, collaborate and communicate with each other and
optimize public participation to streamline the entire waste management
system. Furthermore, with varied levels of data management access and
public participation feature, the application ensures that the data is kept
up-to-date and context specific for its long-term sustainability within the
municipalities and cities of Nepal.
This application is a Clean up Nepal initiative developed in partnership
with The Asia foundation and Development Initiatives. It is supported by
the Data for Development program funded by DFID- UK. The platform
enables stakeholder synergy and data-driven solutions to help improve
waste management services and practices.

SAFA NEPAL-A Mobile ApplicationSAFA NEPAL-A Mobile ApplicationSAFA NEPAL-A Mobile Application
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I CANNOT SEE THE WASTE,I CANNOT SEE THE WASTE,I CANNOT SEE THE WASTE,
BUT I CAN SMELL THEBUT I CAN SMELL THEBUT I CAN SMELL THE

POLLUTED WORLDPOLLUTED WORLDPOLLUTED WORLD

Soni Paudel, a 13-year-old girl with
vision imparity reading in grade 7( C) at
Shree Amarsingh Higher Secondary
School wants to have the same feeling
for the entire population. She’s a second
child of her parents, after her elder
sister, and has a young brother. She
learned braille for two years in a similar
environment in the blind section and
she’s now competing with the normal
students in the same class. Accepting
the biggest challenge by birth she’s in
return challenging the world that no
vision is compulsory for proper waste
placement and its segregation. 

Mamita Pariyar a permanent resident of
Kalikot attends Niten Memorial School, grade
10, and lives in the school hostel, in
Kathmandu. She is from a lower-middle-class
household and she has one older sister and
one younger sister. Her father sells carpets
where as her mother is a housewife.  She is an
eager learner who enjoys discovering new
concepts and sharing what she has discovered
with others. The Zero Waste at Schools (ZWAS)
Training has assisted her in practicing
sustainable waste management at home and
school, as well as influencing the behavior of
others in her area. 

Proudly saying, Soniya “at least not my vision stopped me from
preserving the dark world” Additionally this program for me in an
individual sense helped me a lot with my day-to-day activities and waste
management.
She says  "I can smell the air, the land, the water, and the green and clean
environment. No waste is red, green, blue, black, or of any color for me
the waste is waste. "

NOW I CAN AWARENOW I CAN AWARENOW I CAN AWARE
OTHERS ON ZEROOTHERS ON ZEROOTHERS ON ZERO

WASTEWASTEWASTE
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I, Parmeswor Khanal, Ward Chairperson of Bharatpur Metropolitan City
Ward 10, believe with the proper use of technologies we can change face
of the city. In this 21stcentury, everything is in the quick pace of
modernization. The initiative brought by Clean up Nepal, "Expansion of
Nepal Waste Map, a digital waste management system; a community
empowered governance project", has been started in Bharatpur ward 10
Since July 2022. With the increasing population, waste management has
been one of the toughest problems in Bharatpur10. However, Nepal
Waste Map has made our work easier. We can easily analyze the waste
related reports and data. We can timely monitor and evaluate the activity
of our service providers. All the thanks to Clean up Nepal team for raising
awareness among the residents of Bharatpur 10 about proper waste
management. The initiative allowed them to have access to waste
collection information and report their waste related issues. I am so
happy that Clean up Nepal chose Bharatpur 10 for launching Nepal Waste
map.

NEPAL WASTE MAP ENHANCES WASTE MANAGEMENTNEPAL WASTE MAP ENHANCES WASTE MANAGEMENTNEPAL WASTE MAP ENHANCES WASTE MANAGEMENT
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In our neighborhood, Srijana tole, the submetropolitan does not provide
waste collection service, even though it is nearby the market area. We are
forced to dump our waste in the river. We have previously demanded
waste collection services numerous times from the submetropolitan, but
to no avail. I don’t know if we have requested collection services this year,
but it would be for the best if the sub-metropolitan understood our
problems and provided a service to collect our waste.

Namaste, my name is Hari Nepali. I am a 21-
yearold undergraduate student at Gyan Deep
College in Tulsipur. My mother and I live in
Srijana tole of Tulsipur- 5. Unfortunately, my
father passed away due to health issues
during the COVID pandemic. My family
currently consists of only two members:
myself and my mother. We used to own a
shoe store in Tulsipur, but once my father
passed away, we had to sell it immediately
due to financial difficulties. Having part time
jobs like the one initiated by Clean up Nepal
would be of tremendous help for individuals
like me. As an enumerator for this study, I
collected data from around 300 households,
totaling for around NRs. 10,000. I kept
around 500 rupees for myself and gave the
rest to my mother in hopes of easing the
financial burden of my family. What I gained
from this initiative was not just financial aid,
but a lot of important skills that I’ll be able to
continue in my daily life. Some basic skills
such as effective communication and
convincing to skills such as data collection
and efficiency, technological enhancements
and importantly, the importance of waste
management in our neighborhood are some
things that I’ve taken from this project and
will always aim to apply in my daily life
routine. I truly thank Clean up Nepal and TAF
for providing me with this opportunity.

HARI NEPALIHARI NEPALIHARI NEPALI
ENUMERATORENUMERATORENUMERATOR

Nepal Waste MapNepal Waste MapNepal Waste Map
TulsipurTulsipurTulsipur

SUPPORTEDSUPPORTEDSUPPORTED      MY FAMILY FINANCIALLYMY FAMILY FINANCIALLYMY FAMILY FINANCIALLY
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https://www.youtube.com/@cleanupnepal6221https://www.youtube.com/@cleanupnepal6221https://www.youtube.com/@cleanupnepal6221

https://www.facebook.com/cleanupnepalhttps://www.facebook.com/cleanupnepalhttps://www.facebook.com/cleanupnepal

https://www.linkedin.com/company/clean-up-nepalhttps://www.linkedin.com/company/clean-up-nepalhttps://www.linkedin.com/company/clean-up-nepal

https://www.instagram.com/clean_up_nepal/https://www.instagram.com/clean_up_nepal/https://www.instagram.com/clean_up_nepal/

https://www.tiktok.com/@cleanupnepalhttps://www.tiktok.com/@cleanupnepalhttps://www.tiktok.com/@cleanupnepal

cleanupnepal2015@gmail.comcleanupnepal2015@gmail.comcleanupnepal2015@gmail.com

01-4373175, +977-9823083505

info@cleanupnepal.org.npinfo@cleanupnepal.org.npinfo@cleanupnepal.org.np


